TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE
KIDSPOT ENGAGEMENT GROUP 2018
1. Information published by Kidspot on how to enter and qualify for rewards forms part
of these terms and conditions of entry.
2. This competition/reward programme is in no way sponsored, endorsed or
administered by, or associated with, Facebook. Entrants are providing their
information to Kidspot NZ and not to Facebook. Each entrant completely releases
Facebook from any and all liability.
3.

The entry period for the reward programme runs from the 1 st of each month until the
last day of each month, unless otherwise specified, whilst the Kidspot Engagement
Group is in operation, or until further notice. Only posts and comments made during
the relevant month will qualify.

4. To qualify, participants must:
i. Be a member of the Kidspot NZ Engagement Group
ii. Like the Kidspot NZ Facebook page
iii. Register their name, Facebook profile name and email address with Kidspot by
sending an email to kidspotsocial@kidspot.co.nz with the subject 'Engagement
Group'.
v. Accumulate points by engaging with Kidspot NZ social media, website articles and
blogs, as follows:
A) Post a comment or photo in response to 'Highlight' posts on the Kidspot NZ
Facebook pages* - 1 point
*The list of Highlight posts eligible for these points will be posted in the group and
updated throughout the month. (Maximum of 1 point per post)
B) Post a comment on any Kidspot NZ website article or blog* - 2 points
*Excludes free product trial pages and competitions. (Maximum of 2 points per article)
C) Post a comment on 'Key' Kidspot NZ website articles or blogs* - 5 points
*The list of Key articles eligible for these points will be posted in the group and
updated throughout the month. (Maximum of 5 points per article)
D) Participate in 'Bonus' engagement, as confirmed in the group from time to time.
Participants who earn enough points will qualify for the following:
BRONZE: earn 50 points - go into the draw for 1 x $50 Prezzy Card
SILVER: earn 75 points - go into the draw for 1 x $100 Prezzy Card
GOLD: earn 100 points - be rewarded with a $25 Prezzy Card plus go into the Bronze
and Silver draws*
*Only 20 Gold rewards are available each month. If more than 20 people qualify for
the gold reward, the 20 members with the highest amount of points will receive a $25
Prezzy Card. All other Gold achievers will be entered into the Bronze and Silver
draws.
5. Only posts from genuine Facebook profiles will be considered.
6. If a post or comment is deemed inappropriate or offensive, it will be removed by
Kidspot administrators at their discretion, with no points awarded.
7. Only quality posts or comments will be considered for points, at Kidspot's discretion.

8. Winners of the Bronze and Silver rewards will be chosen at random from the
qualifying participants.
9.

The winners will be notified by Kidspot via email and must reply with their current
postal address. Kidspot will make reasonable attempts to contact the winner but if a
winner does not make contact within five days of the draw or is unable to redeem the
prize in accordance with these terms and conditions, the prize will be forfeit and
Kidspot will choose another winner.

10. The prize winners will receive:
Bronze winner: 1 x $50 Prezzy Card
Silver winner: 1 x $100 Prezzy Card
Gold winners: 1 x $25 Prezzy Card
The prize is subject to the Prezzy Card terms and conditions.
11. Delivery of the prize within New Zealand is included. Any additional costs incurred are
the sole responsibility of the winners.
12. Entrants must be over 18 years of age and be resident in New Zealand.
13. Kidspot’s decision on all matters regarding the chosen winners is final and no
correspondence will be entered into.
14. The winners will be announced on the Kidspot Engagement Group and may be
posted across various Kidspot NZ communication channels.
15. The prize is not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash. If a
winner is unable to accept the prize, then the winner forfeits the rights to the prize and
a new winner will be drawn.
16. Neither Kidspot nor any other party associated with this competition will be liable for
any loss or damage whatsoever which is suffered or for any personal injury suffered
or sustained in connection with the competition or any prize won in the competition,
except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
17. Kidspot reserve the right to extend, cancel or amend this competition/rewards
programme at any time, including, but not limited to, allocation of points and
qualifying point totals for rewards.
18. By entering the competition/rewards programme entrants are deemed to accept all
these terms and conditions.
19. The Promoter is Kidspot NZ, Unit 3, 62 Paul Matthews Road
Rosedale, Auckland 0632

